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ITIL Service Transition 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)The Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL Editions 2011 has been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. By focusing on delivery and control process activities, ITIL Service Operation describes how a highly desirable steady state of managing services can be achieved on a day-to-day basis. Key Features The updated ITIL publications share a similar...
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Migrating from Pascal to C++ (Undergraduate Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Many students and programmers familiar with Pascal are now looking to upgrade their skills to a well-structured object-oriented programming language such as C++. This textbook provides such an "upgrade path" by presenting a course on C++ in the spirit of structured programming. Both authors teach this material to a wide variety of...
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Seamless Object-Oriented Software Architecture: Analysis and Design of Reliable SystemsPrentice Hall, 1995
In the past few years, object-oriented techniques have finally made the passage
from the programming-in-the-small island to the mainland of programming-inthe-
large. Accompanying this transition has been a change in the role and
perception of software methods: in addition to their well-established use in the
earliest stages of a...
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Building a Virtual LibraryInformation Science Publishing, 2002
The organization, functioning, and the role of libraries in university communities continue to change dramatically. While academic research libraries continue to acquire information, organize it, make it available, and preserve it, the critical issues for their management teams in the twenty-first century are to formulate a clear mission and role...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2007
A compendium for all involved directly or indirectly in decision making about air pollution control-regulatory or engineering.     

       Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.  Written shortly after the passage of the seminal Clean Air Act...
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Artificial General Intelligence: 4th International Conference, AGI 2011, Mountain ViewSpringer, 2011

	The original goal of the AI field was the construction of “thinking machines”
	– that is, computer systems with human-like general intelligence. Due to the
	difficulty of this task, for the last few decades the majority of AI researchers have
	focused on what has been called “narrow AI” – the production...
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Transitioning to SwiftApress, 2014

	Developing apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days. Apple created the Swift programming language to build state-of-the-art apps using the latest Apple technologies.


	In this 200-page book, author Scott Gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional Objective-C...
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Software Maintenance Success RecipesAuerbach Publications, 2011

	Dispelling much of the folklore surrounding software maintenance, Software Maintenance Success Recipes identifies actionable formulas for success based on in-depth analysis of more than 200 real-world maintenance projects. It details the set of factors that are usually present when effective software maintenance teams do...
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Japan’s Asian Diplomacy: Power Transition, Domestic Politics, and Diffusion of Ideas (Critical Studies of the Asia-Pacific)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		
			This book provides a comprehensive analysis of Japan’s Asian diplomacy under Prime Minister Shinz? Abe. Under the Kantei-centred policymaking system, Shinz? Abe has implemented assertive foreign policies with a slogan of ‘diplomacy taking a panoramic perspective of the world’. The analyses in...
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Semantic Web ServicesSpringer, 2011

	All students interested in researching the Internet are living in very interesting and
	exciting times. From the Internet’s beginning in the 1960s up to the present day,
	the Internet has grown to become a vast platform where there are now 2 billion
	users of this global infrastructure.1 Predictions are that this number will rise to...
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Building an e-Commerce Application with MEANPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop an end-to-end, real-time e-commerce application using the MEAN stack


	About This Book

	
		Build all the main components of an e-commerce website and extend its high-quality features as per your needs
	
		Get to grips with the full-stack JavaScript to build attractive e-commerce sites and...
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Theoretical Aspects of Heterogeneous Catalysis (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
Heterogeneous catalysis is a fascinating and complex subject of  utmost importance in the present day. Its immense technological and  economical importance and the inherent complexity of the catalytic  phenomena have stimulated theoretical and experimental studies by a  broad spectrum of scientists, including chemists, physicists, chemical...
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